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1. Cycle double covers and trigraphs 
Definition 1.1. A cycle double cover (CDC) of a graph G is a collection % of 
cycles of G such that each edge of G belongs to exactly two cycles of %. A small 
cycle double cover (SCDC) of a graph G on II vertices is a CDC Ce of G such that 
1%1=5n-l. 
The following conjecture was put forward in [2]. 
Conjecture SCDC. Every simple 2-edge-connected graph admits an SCDC. 
Remark 1.1. Conjecture SCDC, the Small Cycle Double Cover Conjecture, is a 
strengthening of the Cycle Double Cover Conjecture, due to Seymour [lo], which 
asserts that every 2-edge-connected graph admits a CDC. Conjecture SCDC is 
studied in [2]. It is easily verified for complete graphs and complete bipartite 
graphs, and holds, too, for triangulations of surfaces. As is the case with the 
Cycle Double Cover Conjecture, it can be reduced to 3-connected cyclically 
4-edge-connected simple graphs. It cannot, however, be reduced to 3-regular 
graphs simple for which a stronger assertion seems to be valid [2]. 
We now define a class of graphs, called trigraphs. They appear to be relevant to 
the study of SCDCs, and are the central subject of this work. 
Definition 1.2. A tritree of a graph G is a spanning tree T of G such that every 
fundamental cycle of G with respect to T is a triangle. 
Definition 1.3. A trigraph is a graph which has a tritree. 
Example 1.1. A spanning star is a tritree. 
Example 1.2. The square of a tree is a trigraph. 
We shall see, in Section 4, that the restriction of Conjecture SCDC to trigraphs is 
a question of independent interest, and that the conjecture holds for those 
trigraphs which are squares of trees. 
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2. Decomposition of trigraphs 
We show, here, how a trigraph decomposes naturally into trigraphs each of 
whose tritrees is a star. A closely related decomposition, into trigraphs at least 
one of whose tritrees is a star, was found, independently, by Seyffarth [9]. 
Definition 2.1. Let G1 and G2 be two trigraphs such that V(G,) n V(G,) = {x}. 
The l-sum of G, and G2 is the graph Gr U G2; it is nontrivial if V(Gi) # {x}, 
i= 1, 2. 
Proposition 2.1. Let G be a l-sum of trigraphs G, and G2, and let 7] be a tritree of 
Gi, i = 1, 2. Then TI U T2 is a tritree of G. 
Corollary 2.1. The l-sum of two trigraphs is a trigraph. 
Proposition 2.2. Let G = G1 U G,, where V(G,) fl V(G,) = {x} and V(G,) # {x}, 
i = 1, 2, be a separable trigraph, let T be a tritree of G, and let T = T n Gi, 
i = 1, 2. Then T is a tritree of Gi, i = 1, 2. 
Corollary 2.2. Every separable trigraph is a nontrivial l-sum of trigraphs. 
Definition 2.2. Let Gr and G2 be two trigraphs such that V(G,) n V(G,) = {x, y} 
and E(G,) n E(G,) = {xy}. Suppose, moreover, that Gi has a tritree T through 
the edge xy, i = 1, 2. The 2-sum of G1 and G2 is the graph G, U G2; it is nontrivial 
if V(GJ # {x, y}, i = 1, 2. 
Proposition 2.3. Let G be a 2-sum of trigraphs G, and G2, and let T be a tritree of 
Gi through the edge xy, i = 1,2. Then & U G is a tritree of G. 
Corollary 2.3. The 2-sum of two trigraphs is a trigraph. 
Proposition 2.4. Let G be a nonseparable trigraph with a 2-vertex cut {x, y}, and 
let T be a tritree of G. Then xy E E(T). 
Proof. Let G = G, U G,, where V(G,) n V(G2) = {x, y} and V(Gi) # {x, y}, 
i = 1, 2, and let Pi be an (x, y)-path of length at least two in Gi, i = 1, 2. Suppose 
that xy 4 E(T). For each edge uv E E(Z’;)\E(T), there is a (u, v)-path length two 
in T fl Gi, i = 1, 2. Thus there is an (x, y)-path Qi in T n Gi, i = 1, 2. But now 
QIUQP is a cycle in T, which is impossible. Therefore xy E E(T), as 
claimed. 0 
Corollary 2.4. Let G be a nonseparable trigraph with a 2-vertex cut {x, y}. Then 
G=GIUG2, where V(GJ n V(G,) = lx, Y >, E(G) n E(G2) = by >, and 
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V(G,) # {x, y}, i = 1, 2. Moreover, if T is a tritree of G and T = T rl Gi, then z is 
a tritree of Gi, i = 1, 2. 
Corollary 2.5. Every nonseparable trigraph with a 2-vertex cut is a non-trivial 
2-sum of trigraphs. 
Definition 2.3. An internal edge of a tree T is an edge of T neither of whose ends 
is an endvertex of T. 
Remark 2.1. A tree has an internal edge if and only if it is not a star. 
Proposition 2.5. Let G be a trigraph, T a tritree of G, and xy an internal edge of 
T. Then {x, y} is a 2-vertex cut of G. 
Proof. Denote the component of T - xy containing x by T, and that containing y 
by Ty. Since T is a tritree of G, no edge of G can have one end in TX - x and the 
other in TY -y. It follows that {x, y} is a 2-vertex cut of G. 0 
Definition 2.4. A star trigraph is a trigraph every tritree of which is a star. 
Corollary 2.6. Let G be a trigraph with no 2-vertex cut. Then G is a star trigraph. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a trigraph. Then G is: 
1. a star trigraph, 
2. a nontrivial l-sum of trigraphs, or 
3. a nontrivial 2-sum of trigraphs. 
Proof. Suppose that G is not a star trigraph. If G is separable, then, by Corollary 
2.2, G is a nontrivial l-sum of trigraphs. If G is nonseparable, then, by Corollary 
2.6, G has a 2-vertex cut. Therefore, by Corollary 2.5, G is a nontrivial 2-sum of 
trigraphs. 0 
The following algorithm accepts, as input, an arbitrary graph H, and yields, as 
output, either a tritree T of H or the message that H is not a trigraph. 
Algorithm 2.1. Set G = H, S = 0, and T = 0. 
Step 1. If G has a cut vertex x, let G = G, U G2, where V(G,) n V(G,) = {x} and 
V(G,) # {x}, i = 1,2. For i = 1, 2, replace G by Gi and return to Step 1. 
If G has no cut vertex, proceed to Step 2. 
Step 2. If G has a 2-vertex cut {x, y } and xy 4 E(G), stop: H is a not a trigraph. 
If G has a 2-vertex cut {x, y} and xy E E(G), let G = G, U G2, where V(G,) n 
V(G,) = {x, y}, E(G,) n E(G,) = {xy}, and V(G,) # {x, y}, i = 1,2. For 
i = 1, 2, replace G by Gi and S by (S tl E(G,)) U {xy}, and return to Step 2. 
If G has no 2-vertex cut, proceed to Step 3. 
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Step 3. If S is contained in a spanning star S* of G, replace T by T U S*. 
Otherwise, stop: H is not a trigraph. 
Definition 2.5. For a trigraph G, the number of tritrees in G is denoted by t(G). 
Proposition 2.6. 
1. Let G be a separable trigraph with blocks Bi, 1s i < m. Then 
t(G) = fi t(Bi). 
i=l 
2. Let G be a nonseparable trigraph on n vertices. 
(a) Zf G has no 2-vertex cut, then 
t(G) s n, 
with equality if and only if G = K,,, n # 2. 
(b) Zf G has a 2-vertex cut, then 
t(G) < 2n-2, 
with equality if and only if G = K2 v Kz_2. 
Proof. 
1. This follows directly from Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. 
2. (a) If G has no 2-vertex cut, then G is a star trigraph, by Corollary 2.6. 
Thus 
t(G) C n, 
with equality if and only if G = K,,, n # 2. 
(b) By induction on n. Let {x, y} be a 2-vertex cut of G. By Corollary 2.5, 
G is a nontrivial 2-sum of trigraphs G, and G2. Let ni = IV(G,)j, and let 
t’(Gi) denote the number of tritrees of Gi which contain the common 
edge xy, i = 1, 2. By (a) and the induction hypothesis, 
t’(Gi) < 2”-2 if ni # 3, i = 1, 2. 
Also, 
t’(Gi) = 2 = 2”lp2 if ni = 3, i = 1, 2. 
Therefore, 
t(G) = t’(G,)t’(G,) < 2n1-22n2-2 = 2”-2. 0 
3. Cycles in trigraphs 
Definition 3.1. Let G be a trigraph and T a tritree of G. A cycle C of G is a 
T-star cycle of G if there is a vertex u E V(G)\ V(C) such that UY E E(T) for all 
21 E V(C). 
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Proposition 3.1. Let G be a trigraph, C a cycle of G and T a tritree of G. Then 
0 
P(C) ” W)I = [ 2 
if C is a T-star cycle of G, 
otherwise* 
Proof. If C is a T-star cycle of G, then IE(C) n E(T)1 = 0 because T is acyclic. 
Thus we may assume that C is not a T-star cycle of G. We prove, by induction on 
IV(G)l, that IE(C) n E(T)1 = 2. The result is trivial if T is a star of G, so, by 
Theorem 2.1, we may assume that G is either a nontrivial l-sum or a nontrivial 
2-sum of trigraphs. 
If G is a nontrivial l-sum of trigraphs Gi and G,, then C s Gi, i = 1 or 2. By 
Proposition 2.2, 1; = T f~ Gi is a tritree of Gi. Moreover, since C is not a T-star 
cycle of G, C is not a T-star cycle of Gi. By the induction hypothesis, applied to 
Gi, 
IE(C) n E(T)1 = IE(C) r-I E(r)1 = 2. 
Suppose, then, that G is a nontrivial 2-sum of trigraphs Gi and G2, where 
V(G,) n V(GJ = (~7 Y 1, and that T is a tritree of G, through the edge xy, 
i = 1, 2. If C s G,, i = 1 or 2, th en C is not a Z-star cycle of Gi because C is not a 
T-star cycle of G. By the induction hypothesis, applied to Gi, 
IE(C) tI E(T)1 = [E(C) n E(ZJI = 2. 
If C $ Gi, i = 1, 2, then the edge xy is a chord of C, and partitions C into cycles 
C, and Cz, where Ci E Gi, i = 1, 2. Since ,ICY EE(Ci) n E(TJ, Ci is not a K-star 
cycle of Gi. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, applied to Gi, 
lE(C,) n E(T)1 = IE(C,) n E(TJI = 2, i = 1, 2. 
It follows that 
IE(C) n E(T)1 = 2. 0 
Definition 3.2. The set of tritrees of a graph G is denoted by 5 = Y(G). 
Corollary 3.1. Let G be a trigraph and C a longest cycle of G. ‘Then 
IE(C) n E(T)1 = 2 for all T E 3. 
Proof. A T-star cycle can be extended to a longer cycle, by including the centre 
of the star. Cl 
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Corollary 3.2. Let G be a trigraph on n vertices and let % be a CDC of G. Then 
l%l 17 Sn- 
with equality if and only if 
IE(C) fl E(T)1 = 2 for all C E % and all T E 5. 
It follows from Corollary 3.2 that if % is an SCDC of a trigraph on n vertices, 
then 1% I = n - 1. We conjecture that trigraphs are the only simple graphs with 
this property. 
Conjecture 3.1. Let G be a simple 2-edge-connected graph on n vertices. If 
l%]>n-1 forevery CDC %of G, 
then G is a trigraph. 
While it has not been proved that every 2-edge-connected trigraph admits an 
SCDC, Seyffarth [9] has proved that every such graph admits a special type of 
CDC. 
Definition 3.3. A k-cycle double cover (k-CDC) of a graph G is a set 
?z= {Z,,Z2,. . . 9 Z,} of k even subgraphs of G such that each edge of G lies in 
exactly two members of %. 
Remark 3.1. Celmins [4] and Preissmann [8] have conjectured that every 
2-edge-connected graph admits a 5-CDC. Tarsi [ll] has proved that every 
2-edge-connected graph with a Hamilton path admits a 6-CDC; a simpler proof of 
this fact can be found in Goddyn [5]. 
Proposition 3.2 (K. Seyffarth). Let G be a 2-edge-connected trigraph. Then G 
admits a 3-CDC. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on (V(G)(, the proposition being evident for 
IV(G)1 = 3. 
If G is a nontrivial l-sum of trigraphs G1 and G2, then, by the induction 
hypothesis, Gi admits a 3-CDC 
2:’ = {Zi, Z:, Z’,}, i = 1, 2. 
Let 
Zj=Zi’UZi’, j=l,2,3. 
Then 
2 = {Z,, Zz, 5) 
is a 3-CDC of G. 
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If G is a nontrivial 2-sum of trigraphs G1 and G2, then, by the induction 
hypothesis, Gi admits a 3-CDC 
S? = {Zi,, z:, z:>, i = 1, 2. 
If E(G,) fl E(G,) = {xy}, we may suppose that 
xy E E(Zi) r-l E(Z$ n E(Z$ l-l E(ZS). 
Let 
z,=z:uz:, z,=Z:AZ;, Z3=z:uz:. 
Then 
is a 3-CDC of G. 
By Theorem 2.1, it remains to consider the case where G is a star trigraph on at 
least four vertices with no 2-vertex cut. Let T be a spanning star of G, with centre 
w. Then GO = G - w is a 2-connected subgraph of G. Let To be a spanning tree of 
GO and uv E E(G,,)\E(TJ. Then 
T,=T,+vw and T2=T+uv-VW 
are edge-disjoint spanning trees of G. By a result of Jaeger [6], G admits a 
3-CDC. 0 
4. The T-graph of a trigraph 
Definition 4.1. Let G be a trigraph and T a tritree of G. The T-graph CT of G is 
defined by 
V(GT) = E(T) and E(GT) = E(G)\E(T), 
vertices u and v of CT being incident with edge e of CT if and only if {u, e, v} 
induces a triangle in G. 
Proposition 4.1. 
1. Let G be a star trigraph and T a tritree of G. Then 
CT=:-v, 
where v is the centre of T. 
2. Let G be a nontrivial l-sum of trigraphs G1 and G2, let T be a tritree of G, 
and let T = T n Gi, i = 1,2. Then CT is the O-sum (that is, disjoint union) of 
CT and CF. 
3. Let G be a nontrivial 2-sum of trigraphs G, and G2, let T be a tritree of G, 
and let T. = T n Gi, i = 1, 2. Then CT is the l-sum of GF and CT. 
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Proposition 4.2. Let G be a trigraph and T a tritree of G. Denote by $(G, T) the 
set of cycles C of G such that IE(C) fl E(T)1 = i, i = 0, 2, by %(GT) the set of 
cycles of GT, and by P(GT) the set of paths of GT. Then there exist bijections 
and 
$0: %,(G, T)-+ WGT) 
where, for C E ‘%$(G, T), Go(C) is the cycle of CT with edge set E(C) and, for 
C E %&(G, T), &(C) is the path of GT with endvertices E(C) n E(T) and edge set 
E(C)\E(T). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n = IV(G)l. If G is a star trigraph, then 
GT = G - V, by Proposition 4.1. Each T-star cycle of G is a cycle of G - Y, and 
conversely. Each other cycle C of G gives rise to a path C - u of G - u, and 
conversely. Thus the bijections & and & are evident in this case. 
Otherwise, by Theorem 2.1, G is a nontrivial l-sum or 2-sum of trigraphs G, 
and G2. By the induction hypothesis, there are bijections 
and 
In the case that G is a nontrivial l-sum, we may set 
#j = @f U c#$, j = 0, 2. 
If G is a nontrivial 2-sum, the union $: U & must be extended to include those 
cycles in %$(G, T) which are contained in neither Gr nor G2. Each such cycle C is 
the symmetric difference C, LJ C2 of a cycle C, E V&(G, , T,) and a cycle 
CZ E %YZ(G2, T,), and &(C) is defined to be the concatenation of the paths &(C,) 
and &(C,). 0 
5. Perfect path double covers and trigraphs 
Definition 5.1. A path double cover (PDC) of a graph G is a collection 9 of 
paths of G such that each edge of G belongs to exactly two paths of 9. A small 
path double cover (SPDC) of a graph G is a PDC 9 of G such that I??( s n. A 
perfect path double cover (PPDC) of a graph G is a PDC !Y of G such that each 
vertex of G is an end of exactly two paths of 8; a path of length zero is 
considered to have two (identical) ends. 
Conjecture PPDC. The following conjecture is studied in [l]. Every simple graph 
admits a PPDC. 
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Remark 5.1. Conjecture PPDC, the Perfect Path Double Cover Conjecture, is 
easily verified for complete graphs, complete bipartite graphs, hypercubes, and 
trees-more generally, a graph admits a PPDC if each of its blocks admits a 
PPDC. It holds, also, for line graphs of simple graphs, by a theorem of Seyffarth 
[9], and for simple graphs in which every vertex is of odd degree, by a theorem of 
Lov&z [7]. 
Proposition 5.1. Let G be a 2-edge-connected trigraph, and let T be a tritree of G. 
Then G admits an SCDC if and only if its T-graph GT admits a PPDC. 
Proof. Suppose, first, that G admits an SCDC %. By Corollary 3.2, 
Let 
]E(C) II E(T)1 = 2 for all C E (e. 
where & is as defined in Proposition 4.2. Then 9 is a collection of paths of GT. 
Moreover, each edge of GT belongs to exactly two paths of ?? because each edge 
of E(G)\,?(T) belongs to exactly two cycles of %, and each vertex of GT is an 
end of exactly two paths of 9 because each edge of E(T) belongs to exactly two 
cycles of %‘. Therefore 9 is a PPDC of GT. The converse holds because $J~ is a 
bijection. 0 
Proposition 5.2. Let H be a simple graph with no isolated vertices, and let G be 
the graph obtained from H by adjoining a new vertex v and joining v to every 
vertex of H. Then H admits a PPDC if and only if the trigraph G admits an 
SCDC. 
Proof. The spanning star of G centred at v is a tritree T of G. By Proposition 
4.1, 
GT~G-u=H. 
The conclusion now follows from Proposition 5.1. 0 
Theorem 5.1. Conjecture PPDC, and Conjecture SCDC for trigraphs, are 
equivalent. 
Proof. This follows directly from Propositions 5.1 and 5.2. Cl 
Corollary 5.1. Conjecture SCDC holds for squares of trees. 
Proof. Let T be a tree, and let G = T2. Then G is a trigraph and T is a tritree of 
G. Moreover, G T is precisely the line graph of T. Thus each block of GT is 
complete. Since complete graphs admit PPDCs, GT itself admits a PPDC, by 
Remark 5.1. Proposition 5.1 now implies that G admits an SCDC. 0 
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6. Weighted graphs and tcigraphs 
In this section, we show how trigraphs arise naturally in the study of cycles in 
weighted graphs. 
Definition 6.1. A weighted graph is one in which each edge e is assigned a 
nonnegative number w(e), called the weight of e. 
Let G be a weighted graph. The weight of a subgraph H of G is defined by 
w(H)=C {w(e):e l E(H)}. 
An optimal cycle of G is a cycle of maximum weight. 
Suppose that Conjecture SCDC holds. Let G be a simple 2-edge-connected 
weighted graph on n vertices, and let % be an SCDC of G. Then 
c {w(C): C E %} = 2w(G) 
and so the average weight of the cycles in % is 
C {w(C) : C E qe> _ 2w(G) 3 2w(G) 
IV IV n-1. 
Conjecture SCDC thus implies that an optimal cycle of G has weight at least 
2w(G)/(n - 1). Th is implication of Conjecture SCDC has, indeed, been verified 
]31. 
Theorem 6.1. Let G be a simple 2-edge-connected weighted graph on n vertices. 
Then G contains a cycle of weight at least 2w(G)/(n - 1). 
The extremal graphs for Theorem 6.1 have been completely determined [3], and 
are of interest because they lend support to Conjecture 3.1. In order to describe 
them, we need two more definitions. 
Definition 6.2. A simple 2-edge-connected weighted graph G on n vertices is 
cycle-extremal if its optimal cycles are of weight precisely 2w(G)/(n - 1). 
Definition 6.3. Let G be a weighted graph, and let X be a collection of subgraphs 
of G. If there is an assignment of positive real numbers aH to the members H of 
X such that, for every e E E(G), 
w(e)=C {cu,:HEX, eEE(H)}, 
we say that G is a weighted union of the members of X. 
Theorem 6.2. Let G be a simple 2-edge-connected cycle-extremal weighted graph. 
Then either w(G) = 0 or G is a weighted union of tritrees. 
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